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PRIDE IN THE PACK

FROM THE PRESIDENT

Why is Nativity the #1 K-8 school in
southeastern Wisconsin?
It’s a deep, rich and beautiful answer
that points to many blessings,
including: you, students’ hard work,
families’ sacrifices, donors’ and
volunteers’ generosity, educators’
passion, the leadership taught during
summer school at camp, and the
rigorous educational model set up by
our founders. It ALL comes together
under God’s inspiration and guidance.
We are grateful for the unique role you play. You are essential to
the special environment that allows Nativity students to thrive. If
you were not a part of the Nativity family, none of us would be as
strong or as fortunate.
God bless you and your family!
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Maureen Schuerman
President, Nativity Jesuit Academy

Nativity Jesuit by the Numbers

STUDENTS

97%

Students receiving need-based financial
aid through Choice vouchers

99%

Families self-identifying as Catholic

100%

Students self-identifying as Latino

258

Total enrollment in K4-8th Grade

OUR MODEL

100%

RESULTS

#1

Families participated in virtual home
visits and individual assessments
to start the year

Top-rated K4-8 school in
southeastern Wisconsin according to the
Wisconsin Institute of Law and Liberty

1:1

26

Every Nativity student has access to a
Chromebook to support virtual learning

100%
Participation in mandatory
virtual summer program

100%

Average score on ACT, compared to
national average of of 21 for
all students, and 19 for Latino students

100%
Recent alumni accepted
into college

Nativity Class of 2020 graduates paired
with a professional mentor

Anthea (Tia) Bojar, Ph.D.
Joe Delgadillo
George Gaspar
Rev. William Johnson, S.J.
Donald Layden, Jr.
Bob Monday
David Murphy
Scott Roberts
John Stanley
Julie Tolan
Robert Wisniewski

Make Our Proven Results Possible!
A Nativity Jesuit education makes a difference in the lives of our 258
scholars, but our work would not be possible without community support
from generous donors like you. With gratitude, we invite you to join in
making our mission possible by giving a gift to support one of the following
items from our current wish list:

Michael Zielinski

• First Communion Class and Materials: $54 per student

___________________

• STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and Math) Curriculum
and Learning Materials: $68 per middle school student

NATIVITY JESUIT ACADEMY
1515 SOUTH 29TH ST.
MILWAUKEE, WI 53215

• Scholastic Current Events Magazine Subscription: $150 per grade level
• 20 Headphones (for Students in Need of a Pair): $200 total
• Hands-on Science Materials for our K5-3rd Graders: $380 per grade level
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Cover photo
New Nativity President,
Maureen Schuerman, enjoys
the opportunity to meet school
parents during start-of-the-year
Chromebook distribution.

Please give today through the enclosed envelope or at nativityjesuit.org/
support. Thank you for making a Nativity Jesuit education possible!

nativityjesuit.org | Fall 2020
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COVER STORY

Looking Ahead with Nativity’s New President
By Maureen Schuerman

I

am thrilled and blessed to be the new president of Nativity Jesuit Academy.
Having been a supporter for years, I consider it a dream come true to have
the opportunity to work here.
Nativity educates students in so many
outstanding ways. For example, our educators
believe that every student can succeed. Our
families support their children as they learn
and grow. Our donors make sure students
have outstanding teachers to guide them.

First, we will turn the challenges of the
pandemic into positive results. We all know
that the pandemic has many negative
effects. However, every coin has two sides,
and our educators are intentionally finding
opportunities to create long-term positive
outcomes as we educate students in new ways.

Because of these factors and more, Nativity
is the #1 K4-8 school in southeastern Wisconsin
and the #3 K-8 school in the entire state of
Wisconsin. In state testing, Nativity students
outscore most school districts including
Shorewood, Wauwatosa, Oconomowoc and
Waukesha. Every member of the Nativity family
should be proud of these accomplishments.

Second, we are pushing forward with our
strategic planning process and creating a
vision for Nativity’s next stage of development.
We look forward to discussing our future with
our Nativity family and listening to how we
can stretch ourselves to do even better by the
students entrusted to our care by their parents
and by God.

The big question is where do we go next? How
can we serve all of our students to the best of
our abilities?

Many people and experiences come together
to make Nativity a place where students thrive.
I am excited and privileged to work with you in
the years to come. •

Percentage of Students Scoring Proficient and Advanced on Statewide Forward Exam
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Maureen Schuerman joins students for lunch during her
first week on the job in March 2020.
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SCHOOL FEATURE

Student Perspective on Virtual Learning
to keep himself on track over the summer.
EXPERIENCING CAMP IN A NEW WAY

Summer school at Nativity is unique. Students
in grades 6-8 typically spend a full month at the
Northwoods Campus in Iron County, Wisconsin.
However, with our southside neighborhood
rapidly emerging as the epicenter of the
COVID-19 pandemic in Milwaukee, parents
and school leaders agreed that all summer
programming, including camp, would be virtual.
Victor was ready.
Even without daily check-in calls, Victor was a
model student attending every virtual “cabin”
meeting and turning in every assignment on
time. He missed going up to the camp this year
but hopes that younger students still enjoyed
aspects of the experience as they talked about
important themes like leadership and honesty
over the Zoom videoconferencing application.

O

n March 13, Governor Evers mandated
the closure of all school buildings in
Wisconsin due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
In a matter of days our world changed.
Nativity’s response was rapid. Within four
days, take-home packets were created and
distributed. Soon after, families without
internet-connected devices had been identified
and issued Chromebooks. Instruction was
moved to a fully virtual model using Nativity’s
existing blended learning software, made
possible through the support of the Catholic
Community Foundation. As we prepared to
begin the 2020-21 school year virtually, eighthgrade student Victor sat masked on his front
lawn to share a student perspective on how
things were going.
Victor (pictured above) remembers his shock
in March as everything shut down. It was
overwhelming. As he describes it, “I struggled to
do my work. I wasn’t on track or doing what I was
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supposed to do. Then I started getting messages
from my teachers. They were asking if I was okay
because they were worried about me.”
Victor’s homeroom teacher, Ms. Liz Fonferek
(pictured above), and middle school science
teacher, Mrs. Joal Moriarity, saw students like
Victor struggling and hatched a plan. They
started conducting sidewalk visits. Standing
masked and outdoors on students’ front
lawns, they found an opportunity to connect
with their young scholars.
When they got to Victor’s house, he was
nervous to admit that he was struggling.
“Victor was so worried about being behind that
he could not move forward. I told him it was
alright and we started getting him caught up,”
says Ms. Fonferek. For the remainder of the
spring term, she called Victor every day to talk
about his progress and set a goal for the next
day. By the end of the year Victor was caught
up and assured Ms. Fonferek that he was ready

Because of generous donor support, Chromebooks are available for every
Nativity student to borrow, so they can access the school’s virtual learning
programs.

Now that the new school year has kicked off,
Victor plans to keep up his momentum during
the fall. “Virtual learning is pretty good. It’s not
the same, but we still learn new things and all of
our teachers are helping us through this time,”
he says.
Thank you for keeping students like Victor in
your prayers as we continue to navigate this
pandemic. •

To start the school year on the right foot, each student met individually with
his or her teacher for a back-to-school assessment.

Ms. Fonferek and Mrs. Moriarity (in front, taking the selfie) conduct a sidewalk
visit to check in on a student.

nativityjesuit.org | Fall 2020
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WHY I GIVE

Catching up with Stephanie Laudon
By Emily Schober, Director of Advancement

To Give and Not to Count the Cost
Become a Sustaining Gift Donor Today!

S

aint Ignatius encouraged us through the Prayer
for Generosity to give and not to count the cost.
Becoming a sustaining donor is simple. Sign up once
and your ongoing commitment will have a lasting impact
on the lives of Nativity students.

... At Nativity, we
provide a superior
education beginning
at a young age. This
is the recipe for
opening economic
opportunities
and building on
the potential of
first-generation
immigrants.

N

ativity Jesuit Academy is thrilled to honor
Stephanie Laudon as the recipient of the
St. Ignatius Award at our 2020 Virtual Scholarship
Dinner. Embodying the spirit of Nativity,
Stephanie’s commitment and efforts have
profoundly influenced our students’ success.
After witnessing her parents’ involvement at
Nativity over the years, Stephanie continued to
carry the torch, serving on our board, chairing
our advancement committee, and volunteering
with our Golf Outing.
“I believe in Jesuit education. At Nativity, we
provide a superior education beginning at
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A sustaining monthly gift is a great way to increase the
potential of your annual support conveniently, affordably
and securely by credit card or automatic bank transfer.
Andrea Scrobel has been a sustaining donor since 2017.
As she puts it, “Direct deposit is easy for me and I feel
good knowing that Nativity can count on my support every
month.” When you commit to a sustaining gift, you know
that you will be there for our students, making it easier to
plan and to provide them with the best education possible.
Want to increase the impact of your giving even further?
Check with your employer to see whether they have a
matching gift program in place. A portion or even the
full amount of your donation may be matched by your
company to increase your support for Nativity Jesuit.

Lord Jesus, teach me
to be generous; teach
me to serve you as you
deserve, to give and
not to count the cost, to
fight and not to heed the
wounds, to toil and not
to seek for rest, to labor
and not to seek reward,
except that of knowing
that I do your will.
– St. Ignatius of Loyola

a young age. This is the recipe for opening
economic opportunities and building on the
potential of first-generation immigrants,” she
reflects.
We are grateful for Stephanie’s tremendous
advocacy for Nativity’s mission of educating
youth for lives of Christian leadership and
service. “I hope all Nativity students go on
to attend the high schools and colleges of
their choice and pursue heightened career
opportunities,” envisions Stephanie. “May they
reach success and give back to the community
that shaped them.” •

For more information
on recurring or matching
gifts, please visit
nativityjesuit.org/donate
or contact Carolyn Spath
at (414) 645-1060 ext. 154
or spathc@nativityjesuit.org.
nativityjesuit.org | Fall 2020
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MENTOR GIVES BACK

A Glimpse into One’s Potential
W

hen Gerardo Martinez-Rivas graduated
from Nativity Jesuit in 2000, the all-boys
middle school was still located in the basement
of St. Patrick’s Parish. Both Gerardo and Nativity
have grown in the intervening years. Nativity
Jesuit Academy has grown to be a co-ed K4-8
school. Gerardo is a successful professional
with a young family of his own. Today, he is
ready to give back as a mentor in Nativity’s
Graduate Support Program.

I could see the
potential of what I
could become.

The impact of Nativity’s mentor program
is crystal clear for Gerardo. Thanks to the
commitment and efforts of his mentor, “I could
see the potential of what I could become,” he
reflects. Having a relationship with someone
who had gone through the process of a
rigorous high school and college education
gave him something to strive for. Gerardo is
one of seven alumni serving as a mentor for the
2020-21 school year.
“A lot of the Latino community has obstacles in
their path, generation after generation, and the
only way to break that cycle is if someone says,
‘Hey, this is what it looks like not to struggle.’
There’s still going to be struggles, but not to the
same extent,” says Gerardo.
In turn, Gerardo’s involvement as a mentor
holds up a mirror to his newly graduated
mentee, reflecting the potential that is possible
and creating a new cycle of hope. •

Gerardo Martinez ’00 and wife, Nicole, attend
Nativity Jesuit Academy’s 2019 Scholarship Dinner.
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ALUMNI STORIES

Always a Lobo
By Nativity Jesuit Alumni Association

NJAA Mission
The Nativity Jesuit Alumni Association
furthers the mission of “educating youth
for a life of Christian leadership and
service” for all Nativity alumni who
have graduated from high school. The
Association fosters meaningful
relationships by working to provide
members with opportunities to engage
in educational, professional, social and
spiritual experiences. Through service
and leadership events, the Association

Committee members Eleazar Lopez ‘97, Oscar Lopez ‘07, Jonathan Morales ‘00, Brayan Beltran ‘06, and Victor Hernandez ’06 gather at Zócalo for a rare in-person
meeting along with special guests Larry Siewert (far left) and Jesus Gonzalez ’05 (far right).

A

to create a network of Lobos who support each
other professionally, personally and spiritually.

We continued to connect on Tuesday
afternoons through the governor’s “stay at
home orders” and decided to do a relaunch
of the Alumni Association. The goal is to bring
together alumni from every graduating class

It has now been four months since our first
meeting and the Nativity Jesuit Alumni
Association has the groundwork laid for what
we believe will be a strong comeback. We
have prayed, discussed, planned and laughed
together while finding comfort in each other’s
company in an uncertain world. Our goal is to
create an association that not only supports
Nativity alumni but also the school, its staff
and, most importantly, its student body.

fter a few years’ break, the Nativity Jesuit
Alumni Association (NJAA) is back. Since
its reactivation took place in the middle of a
pandemic, a group of graduates came together
via a Zoom virtual meeting to discuss the
passing of a fellow alumnus and express
condolences to the family on our behalf.
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gives back to the Nativity community.

In the weeks to come we hope to reach out
to all Nativity alumni to join us through live
virtual Zoom meetings with special alumni
guests discussing important and relevant
topics that relate to our mission. This is our
way of connecting with fellow alumni and
bringing them back home to Nativity in the
middle of a socially distancing world. •

nativityjesuit.org | Fall 2020
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NATIVITY NEWS

GOLF OUTING 2020

Supporting Learning on the Links

Alumni Notes

T

he 19th Annual Golf Outing raised a record
of more than $105,000 to support students
at Nativity Jesuit Academy. This event provides
vital funding to enable our students to study
and grow at the #1-rated K4-8 school in
southeastern Wisconsin.

• The Nativity Mentoring Program has
kicked off its virtual programming
with the freshman class and their
mentors participating in monthly Zoom
meetings.

Thank you to everyone who participated in person
and online. Special thanks to our event sponsors
and event committee; without your support this
success would not have been possible. •

• César Belmontes ‘03, Ruben Garcia ’09,
Gerardo Martinez ’00, Chris Piszczek
’06, Christian Saldivar ‘04, Alexis
Sanchez ’10, Bernardino Valladolid ‘09
are serving as mentors in the program
this year.
• At least six members of the Nativity
class of 2016 received full scholarships
to attend college tuition-free. These
members include: Carlos Ayala
(Caltech), Carlos Gallegos (UWMadison), Cuauhtemoc Guizar (UWMadison), Jose Palacios (Marquette),
Julio Perea (St. Mary’s Minnesota), and
Enrique Ramirez (UW-Madison).

Nativity alumni proudly display their diplomas after graduating from Marquette University
High School.

Parting Words from the Class of 2020
The class of 2020’s time at Nativity came to an end in
an unprecedented fashion. Before closing out their
time at Nativity, the students shared some parting
words about their time at the school:
Nativity has taught me to always be a man for
others, be committed to justice, be religious, seek
intellectual excellence, be open to growth, be
loving, and always do the right thing, even when
no one is looking.
— Joseph L.
If I could go back in time and tell my fourth-grade self something, I would say, ‘Focus on being
you and being proud of that, because you are unique.’ 					— Omar M.
A school like Nativity is something every kid in Milwaukee needs. Nativity has done a great job
in creating a bond with its students and that is why we call it a second family.
— Emmanuel R.
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UPCOMING EVENTS
NATIVITY JESUIT ALUMNI ASSOCIATION VIRTUAL LAUNCH PARTY
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GOLF OUTING 2021

Monday, August 2, 2021 at Westmoor Country Club
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Stay connected with Nativity Jesuit Academy
by updating your email address at
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